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AMC Lire Stage Money
By Joe Boling

A T T HE 2002 AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION
_CI SUM MER seminar, someone (must have been Fred Schwan)
showed a piece of Allied Military Currency lire movie or stage money

a note printed for dramatic use, unrelated to the occu-
pation of Italy. It was in an improbable denomination of
25 lire -- one we know was never used in either actual
AMC lire series. I don't remember whether he had other
denominations with it (I have since learned that they do
indeed exist), but I was in love with the 25-lire piece.

Imagine my delight when a recent IBNS auction had
a lot described as "Lot of 6 pieces, movie prop money,
facsimiles of Italy Pick #s MlOb M12b, Ml3b, M14b,
M15b, & one 25 lire 1943, not listed." I knew instantly
that the last piece was the one that I had seen last summer.
The estimate was $10. I submitted a bid of $76, and won
the lot for $17.07.

The notes are in an envelope with a computer-gen-
erated label reading "MOVIE MONEY/Authentic Motion Picture
Prop/from L.A. Propmaster." The note faces are reasonably good

copies of the originals, except that the face underprint
on the small notes does not contain any scenery, but is
simply a brown screen of dots. The backs of the small
notes have a different border from the originals, and
the words ALLIED MILITARY CURRENCY in the
center are almost invisible and on a different panel than
on the originals.

The IBNS auction catalog description was incor-
rect, in that the 50- and 100-lire notes are series
1943A, and thus P-M20 and M21 (as it happens, M20b
and M2 lb). The face frame and central device of the
two high denomination notes are good replicas (the
Forbes "F" is visible in the frame), but the rosettes in
the underprint at right and left are missing; the backs
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denomination (I wonder if the 2-
lire was left out because of the
stigma attached to $2 notes in
popular lore, especially at that
time).
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are again of incorrect design and appear washed
out.

The serial numbers are excellent copies of the
original font. All four of the small notes have SN
A05247104A and both large notes are A26612556B.
More interesting is that the colors are not all cor-
rect. The 1-, 5-, 10-, and 50- lire notes are close to
the original colors, but the 100-lire is also blue (not
purple). The 25-lire note, which does not exist in
the original series, is purple (a bit brighter than the
2-lire note, which is not represented). The small
notes are printed on calendared paper (a watermark
of vertical straight lines 12-13mm apart and close 	
fine parallel horizontal lines), with a manufacturer's
watermark of fancy script that appears to be "Fox River" to the left of
a coat of arms (right 	
side not present). The
large notes are printed
on dense dull white
paper without water-
mark.

The 100-lire note
center numerals are 	 ITALY
much larger than on the 	 Fl FTY
original, and the word
"ONE" is omitted in
front of "HUNDRED"
both in the center and
at upper left, but the
font of the words is exactly
copied from the originals
(why the numerals were
changed is anybody's guess).

All in all, an interesting
study in copying and not
copying the original notes,
starting with the invention of
an otherwise non-existent
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